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Welcome
The president, College Council, faculty, alumni and graduates
of the State University of New York College at Cortland
are honored by your presence at the
2010Undergraduate Commencement ceremonies.




PRE-COMMENCEMENT MUSIC AND PROCESSIONAL
Cortland Brass Ensemble
NATIONAL ANTHEM
Ms. Kara Anne Howard '10
Musical Theatre
WELCOME
Dr. lrlk J. Bitterbaum
President
RECOGNITION OF HONORS GRADUATES
Dr. Mark J. Prus
Provost and Vice President, Academic Affairs
FAREWELL REMARKS
Mr. Jesse Campanaro '11
President, Student Government Association
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREE
Mr. Stephen J, Hunt 72
Member, SUNY Board of Trustees
'<Honorary Degree Recipients:
Ms. lisa Marsh Ryerson, M '91
Or. Thomas Buchanan 74
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Ms. Lisa Marsh Ryerson M '91
CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Dr. Bitterbaum
Schools of Arts and Sciences
Dr. R Bruce Mattingly




School of Professional Studies
Dr. John Cottone
Interim Dean. Professional Studies
CHARGE TO THE GRADUATES
Dr, Bitterbaum
ALUMNI ASSOCIATiON WELCOME
Ms. Ronnie Sternin Silver '67
President. SUNY Cortland Alumni Association
ALMA MATER




......_----------------- - - -
An active leader in many national, state and local
organizations, Ryerson serves as a commissioner and
executive committee member of the Middle States
Commission on Higher Education; a member of the
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)Division
IIIManagement Council; a director of the Metropolitan
Development Association (MDA)of Syracuse and
Central New York; a director of the Syracuse Symphony
Orchestra; a member of the Central New York AdvISOry
Board of HSBCBank; a member of the board of the
Northwood School in Lake Placid, N.Y.;a trustee of
Auburn Memorial Hospital; and member of the
Herbert F.Johnson Museum of Art Community Advisory
Committee at Cornell University.
Honorary Degree Recipient










Ryerson has served as
president of Wells College in Aurora, NY. since 1991. The
first alumna to become president of Wells College. she
is the institution's 17th president and currently the senior
college president in the region.
Nationally recognized for her progressive views on higher
education and community partnerships. Ryerson speaks
and writes about the benefits of inclusive coeducation,
gender equality in education and SOCiety,women in
leadership, and business-education partnerships among
many other topics.
Ihe has elevated the college's national standing as a
leader in providing an excellent liberal arts education at
an affordable price. Ryerson led the board of trustees
through a planning and decision-making process that
included opening the colleges doors to matriculated
male students for the first time in the college's history
beginning In Fall 2001. Ihe directed Wells' successful
transition to coeducation and subsequent 45 percent
increase in enrollment.
In February 2010, Ryerson announced the addition of an
innovative business center to Wells' liberal arts offerings.
This program puts Wells at the forefront of national
efforts to revitalize undergraduate business programs by
connecting them more fully to the liberal arts.
Ryerson played a key leadership and collaborative
role in economically revitalizing the village of Aurora
through the restoration and refurbishment of the
college's extensive holdings in the village's commercial
district. Additionally, she has overseen the construction
of Itratton Hall, the college's state-of-the-art science
facility. Under her leadership, Wells completed the largest
and most successful fund raising effort in its history - a
comprehensive campaign that surpassed its ambinous
$10 million goal.
Ryerson is a past chair of the Commission on
independent Colleges and Universities of New York
State, the Executive Board of the Public Leadership
Education Network and the Women's College Coalition
in Washington, D.C.She is a vice chair of the Council
of Independent Colleges, the American Council on
Education's Commission on Leadership and Institutional
Effectiveness. and the National Association of
Independent Colleges and Universities.
She has been honored with the Council for Advancement
and Support of Education (CAIE)District Ii Chief Executive
Leadership Award; a New York State lenate Woman of
Distinction Award; the Girls Inc. of CNY Spirit of American
Women National Role Model for Girls Award; the Central
New York Chapter of The Public Relations Society of
America Communications Advocate Award: a Post-Standard
Achievement Award: and a Seven Lakes Girl Scout Council
Woman of Distinction Award.
The Jamestown, N.Y., native earned her bachelor's
degree from Wells and her master's degree of science in
education in reading from SUNY Cortland. She resides in
Aurora with her husband, George E. Farenthold, and three
daughters. Annie. Carol and Julie.
Ceremony B
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PRE-COMMENCEMENT MUSIC AND PROCESSIONAL
Cortland Brass Ensemble
NATIONAL ANTHEM
Ms. Rebecca Christina Rozzoni '10
Musical Theatre
WELCOME
Dr. Erik J. Bitterbaum
President
RECOGNITION OF HONORS GRADUATES
Dr. Mark J. Prus
Provost and Vice President, Academic Affairs
FAREWELL REMARKS
Mr. Jesse Campanaro '11
President, Student Government Association
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREE
Me.Stephen J. Hunt 72
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Ms. Lisa Marsh Ryerson M '91
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Dr. R. Bruce Mattingly




School of Professional Studies
Dr. John Cottone
Interim Dean, Professiona/Studies
CHARGE TO THE GRADUATES
Dr. Bitterbaum
ALUMNI ASSOCIATiON WELCOME
Ms. Ronnie Sternin Silver '67
President, SUNY Cortland Alumni Association
ALMA MATER






Dr. Thomas Buchanan '74










higher education in Wyoming and enhancing the state's
economic and workforce development.
Under Buchanan's direction, the university has
experienced extraordinary success with the Wyoming
State Legislature, resulting in unprecedented support for
the university, including the allocation of $82 million in
state matching dollars for private contributions as well
as more than 100 new faculty positions. Buchanan was
instrumental in helping shape legislation that established
programs supporting higher education throughout
Wyoming, including the Hathaway Scholarship Program
and the Excellence in Higher Education Endowment.
His leadership at UW has led to record-breaking growth
in private giving and research funding, with more than
$SOOmillion dollars in capital construction projects. In
addition, Buchanan guided the development of the UW
School of Energy Resources, successfully negotiated
contracts with the National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR) and the National 5cience Foundation
to establish a supercomputing faCility in Wyoming, and
worked with General Electric for the development of a
coal gasification research facility.
Like most colleges and universities, UW has been
impacted by recent economic conditions. Buchanan
led the university through its most significant budget
reduction in the history of the institution in order to
meet budget objectives of the state of Wyoming.
Buchanan's higher education career has spanned more
than 3S years as a student, teacher and administrator.
After graduating from SUNY Cortland in 1974with a
bachelor of science in recreation education, the Dobbs
Ferry, N.Y.. native earned a master of science degree from
the University of Wyoming in 1975and a PhD. from the
Institute for Environmental Studies at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in 1979.
Upon completing his doctorate, Buchanan returned to
the University of Wyoming as an assistant professor in
the Department of Geography. Over the next 30 years,
he advanced through the faculty ranks to department
chair, full professor, associate dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences and vice president for academic affairs.
On July I, 2005, he was apponted the 23rd president of
the University of Wyoming.
As a faculty member, Buchanan received research dollars
and state agency funding for his various projects. He
worked With the Wyoming Game and FIShDepartment
on the reintroduction of wolves to Yellowstone. He and
his students studied the chemical composition of fresh
snow on Mount Everest. He also worked with the state's
Department of Commerce on the impact of tourism.
In 1988, he received the University of Wyoming's
highest honor for classroom teaching - the John P.
Ellbogen Mentorious Classroom Teaching Award. In
1990, he was the College of Arts and SCiences Siebold
Professor, which provided an honorarium to enhance
one's career. Buchanan used it to bring the first
Geographic Information System (GiS) to the UW campus.
As president, he serves on the governing boards
of the Mountain West Athletic Conference, the
Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education
and the Western Cooperative for Educational
Telecommunications. He is Wyoming's representative to
State Higher Education Executive Officers (SHEEO).
Buchanan is married to Jacque, whom he met while a
student at Uw. They are the proud parents of Eric and
grandparents of Bradley.
Candidates for Bachelor's Degrees
Candidates for bachelor's degrees listed on the following pages completed their degree requirements in December 2009
or May 2010or are expected to complete their requirements in August or December 2010.
Because the names of the graduates and honors recipients presented in this program must be compiled in advance of
Commencement, the information is not official and is subject to revision as may be mandated by satisfaction of degree
requirements and of academic grades.
Graduation ~jth Honors
Honors awarded to candidates for the bachelor's degrees as listed in this program are based on grade point averages
recorded as of Feb. 1, 2010. Candidates who receive honors wear colored tassels as noted below. Honors are awarded when








Red and White Tassel
Red Tassel
Dual Majors A plus sign (ot) after a name indicates that the student is graduating with a dual major.
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Adolescence Education: Biology, B.S.
Adolescence Education: Chemistry. B.s.
Adolescence Education: Earth Science, B.S.
Adolescence Education: English, BA
Adolescence Education: French, BA
Adolescence Education: MathematiCS, B.A.
Adolescence Education: Mathematics, s.S.
Adolescence Education: Physics, BS
Adolescence Education:
Physics and Mathematics, as
Adolescence Education: Social Studies, B.A.
Adolescence Education: Spanish, B.A.
















Early Childhood Education. B.S.
Early Childhood/Childhood Education. B.s.
Economics. BA
English. BA

































































Human Service Studies, B.S.
Inclusive Special Education, BS
Individualized Degree Program, B.S.
International Studies, BA
Kinesiology. B.S.




New Communication Media, B.A.
New Media Design, B.A.
Outdoor Recreation. B.S.
Physical Education. B.s. Ed.
Physics. BS










Speech and Hearing Science, B.S.









*** Ashley L. Andrews
Clara K. Bellevue +





** Caitlin Maureen O'Meara
* Andre R. Short
ADOLESCENCEEDUCATION: FRENCH
Katelyn A. Mann







* Meghan C. Peck
** Anthony L Persico
Samantha A. Simmons
** Eric H. Stott
* Chelsea M. Timmons
* Yustyna Valega









Bruce B. Bradley Jr.
Laura E. BUitrago




*** Jacquelyn Lea Corbett
Laurie Ann Dando
Amanda M. Davies
** Rebecca A. DeVries
Michael Anthony Douma
*** Kathleen Ann Geoghegan
* Kaitlyn Ryan Gerke
* Kathryn Grace Greene +
* Alexander Royce Grimm
** Elizabeth Catherine Grinnell
Kristin Marie Grogan
*** Troy Joseph Killian
Heather Marie Martin
* Jared Paul Martin
Katie Michelle McEvoy
* Aaron J. Nobles




Christina Marie Rusin +
* Jordan A. Schultz
* Danielle Takacs
* Lauren Louise Diane Turner
*** Taylor j. Weigand
ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: SPANISH
Ruth Melania Bello








*** Valerie K. Reynolds
* Elizabeth J. Robertson
*** Alia R. Slade ski
joshua Tyler Smith
** Michelle Anne Tarolli
Rachel Renee Woodburn
AfRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES
* Kathryn Grace Greene +
Kniasia C. Hayes +











* Sara Joy Doty











* Kenneth James Garger +
* Joseph A. DiMartino
* Danielle M. Duffy










* Laura Elizabeth Beilman
Clara K. Bellevue +
Christopher Beninati
Brooke Ashley Bettlol
* Kristen M. Beyer
** Brittney Ann Blasone +
*** Jessica Lynn Boehme
Adam R. Bond
Allison Patricia Burritt





















Kenneth James Garger +
Sarah Jane Monica Gentillon +









*** Ashley Christina Jones +
Brian Richard Keefe
Elise Therese Layton







* Janina Ceclbell Mizhquiri
** Caitlin Rebecca Mooney
* Alyssa Rlchelle Neely +
Mary Panebianco
Marla Blossom Parisio
** Demi A. Paz
Katelyn J Repetto
Edward A. Roberts Jr
Hilary Michelle Rosen
** Catherine Rosenbrock









Gregory Ramsey Steward II
Jessica l. Tamol
1o* Gregory J. Thlde
Adam Kenan Tiryakioglu
Heather Lee Towne
Candidates for Bachelor's Degrees NEW COMMUNICATION MEDIA
H Megan A, Colwell Jessica Leah Pierce
Miranda Hope Holland Casey A. Crawford k** Joseph Michael Plliero
Darnell Owens + H Colleen Margaret Ible Jacquelynn Marie Riehle
Ryanlames Pigula H Meghan Marie Flood Amanda Marie Rivera
Derek M. Salisbury • Jessica Amanda Garcia Ezra P. Scott
• Darcy Marie VanHall ECONOMICS HISTORY Elyse R, Gehring Erin Brittney Sills
Breana S. Vinciquerra Alphan Altay Sean Eli Baker
NEW MEDIA DESIGN Debora Luiza Gomes Zachary Andrew Smullen
Jeremy William Walker Ender Ilhan Amanda Bentley
Caitlin Shelby Adsit David Mark Goodness Jr. Tracy Lynn Tarbox
Sophia L Weber Ferdi Ugur Tackin\ar Michael Charles Carbonaro
Stacy Elizabeth Griswold Katherine Elizabeth Greene • Jason L. Weese
Daniel Stuart Weine Emel Yelkenbicer Sarah Ann Card +
Xena Electra Henri Bell Holzapfel Sarah Jane Hahn + John A. Williams
Andrew Isaac Widell John Paul Carhart
John Michael Paone Randolph jonathan Herrera + Stephanie joanne Youngs... Emily B. Williams ENGLISH • Stephanie Chichester Brittany Marie Riehlman Nicole Marie Horak
Skylar Jay Winter + Alexandra Barry jeffrey A. Clark
Erik R. Rome Alexandra Michelle jones SPANISH.. Ryan David Wirley Nicole M. Brady Carlos A. Clarke • jason Wesley Saunders Sabrina Felisha Kemp .. Alyssa Christine Atwood... Stephanie Squires Worden Trisha A. Brooks Scott Michael Coyle Lauren Anne Klutch .. Brittney Ann Blasone +
Ashley A, Yale Aisling Craffey Brown Katelyn Marcella D'Loughy +
POLITICAL SCIENCE Kyle john Kuzel • Emerson F.Caiza-Zabala
Bryan William Zavitz Michael G. Cahalin + Maribeth Lynn Darling
Jeri Ann Adams Kevin James Kwasneski Pablo Capellanlr.
I
Keith G. Zimmer MichaelJohn Carlone Monica A. Dayboch +
Amy Lynn Armstrong Brandy Lynn Lawrence H Chelsea L. Dixon +
Lauren Marie Zuber + • Elizabeth R. Caughey • Kristen Cash Dennison + Kimberly Casey Barbour • jacqueline Suzanne Lennon Randolph jonathan Herrera +
Chester A. Cienkowski III Daniel T Evans David E. Bessey Gabrielle K. Magnanti
.. Lisa Klubock +
CRIMINOLOGY • Katharine A. De Launay joshua Nelson Ford Katee Sue Brown Ashley Elizabeth Mazzole H. Sergio Leis.. Cristopher Michael Affmito Jeremy Scott Denmon David James Haylett ... Marisa Ann Burkett Heather Elizabeth Mossotti Kathryn Marie Liscia
Mlchaellohn Amaro Regina Marie Eckert .. Nathaniel L. Hills • Patrick G, Cameron Dina Marie Muhlenbruck • Marissa Lynne Martinez +
Tyrone Michael Baccile II .. Carrie Lianne Falino + Aaron J. Jaeger .. Matthew P.Caniglia H Allison Peck Courtney Brooke Metelitz +
Brian T. Barnes Maddie Lynn Foltyn + • Stephani Elizabeth johnson Christine Marie Chapman .. Kyra Ellen Pinn Brittany Nicole Pardi +
Eric Phillip Bernhardsen Charles W Gustafson "- Matthew William Jones + Alexander Alise Dean Kristine M. Riley
Victoria Raquel Pelaez
William Robert Brodfuehrer .. Krystina L. Hardter *** john Max Kaminsky + Stephanie Nicole Della Rocca + Frank Daniel Rizzo H Deanna Elizabeth Robertson +
Bryan Adam Buchalski .. Lauren Violet Hedger + Brian E. Keefe • Christopher C. Garitee Colleen M. Rourke + Erica Elizabeth Roman
javaughn Charlton .H Katelynn Marie Hoa~ + .H Peter A. Knutsen + Kathryne Victoria Gigler Tamara Kelly Searing
joana R. Santos +
WilliamJ. Clark III Joseph Dominick Hoffmann Morgan E. Lewis Kniasia C. Hayes + Stephanie Kate Unruh Heather T. Stephens
Ryanlohn Cummings • Charles A. Hollenbeck ... Keith M. Lusby + ... Ashley Christina jones + Michelle Rose Valentine Melanie R. Wettlaufer +'-justin Edwin Danko • Keith David Kilmer Katelyn Rose McCarthy Anton Ladislav jordak • Joanna Kate Verdi
Kirk jonathan DeNero • Benjamin joseph Kimble Maya McMahon Amanda Lee Kellicutt H jennifer Phoebe Walker IRoss Evan Edelman Desiree Lynn Kingsbury Patrick M Montgomery Mallory jean Kepple Brittany West Bachelor of Science
jared L. Fink ... Candice J. Leigh joseph Foster Morgan ... Peter A. Knutsen + • Amanda M. Zezima
Brian Michael Fisher .. Elyssa Robyn Miller + Maria Catherine Murad Heidi Elizabeth Ludwig ... Rebecca Ann Zurek ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: BiOlOGY
Andersen William Gardner Sarah Kaitlin Montheard Elizabeth S. Perry
... Keith M. Lusby + .. Matthew Thomas Meade
David William Gee Cody C. Morrison jonathan Reed Potts Todd George Macintosh SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY
.. Shannon M. Potaczala
Lauren C Gunther .. Maria Rose Nastasi + Sean M. Pratt .. Daniel S. MacPherson + Michael Allen Lane lr .
Travis l. Hight Gail Veronica Polak Alexee Rae Pupkin Christopher Robert Montgomery + Alyssa Richelle Neely +
ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION
Evan L.lapichino H Kathleen Marie Schumann + Matthew S. Reid
.. Amanda Kay Mullan CHEMISTRY
• Elizabeth A. Kellman • .aron Mark Serven + Charles Christopher Rodgers • Oliver P.Mushtare SOCiOlOGY • Jennifer Erin Traxel
*** Jessica Caitlin Kristy Susana Dejay Su Kurt William Shanahan Timothy Francis Nelson Katlyn Elizabeth Anderson ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION:
Christopher Michael Kwartler .. Emily Anderson Thomas Matthew R. Solomon Darnell Owens + Frank Michael Ballko
Kristina Marie Lewis + Courtney A, Underwood Todd Andrew Staiger
... Patrick Michael Palmisano Kelly Barnett EARTH SCIENCE
Matthew Lippert Daniel Valvassori Matthew George Pennello
H' Rebecca Faith Bentley justine Marie Dziura
Kristin Marie Marinella jessica Ellen Whalan INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
.. Deanna Elizabeth Robertson + .. Stacy Ann Bigsby jared Scott Foro
Alex Daniel Mayer • Brandon Mark Youngs Angeline M. Conte Christina Marie Rusin + .. Sarah Leilani Bceres + Kelly A. Frank
Christopher Mark McDermott Stephanie Nicole Della Rocca +
'H Michelle Dorothy Santoro Sarah Katherine Brower
Nicole Marie Latham.. Philip]. McGrath ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE Kristen Cash Dennison + Joseph Charles Sbarra + Sarah L. Chekansky
Ashley Morgan Miller Gulsinem Aydemir Abigail E. McPhail + Daniel T. Scarano Denise Concepcion
ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION:... Lauren Rebecca Miller Krista Ellen Bergquist Brandon Tyler Welker Paul Albert Sengnese Rose Ann Donnelly MATHEMATICS'H Christa Mae Carsten
Christopher Robert Montgomery + Senol Celik Shea Robert Tilton jenna L. Dovi
Lauren Elizabeth Morgan m Cassandra Marie Dayton MATHEMATICS Tiffani A. Gould
Melissa Marie Connor I
joseph Martin Murphy Asli Dine Alison Claire Charlebois PROFESSIONAL WRITING Elizabeth Ann Green
Laura Marie DiLandro.. Megan T. Donahue
Thanisa Perez Yeliz Ergul *** John Max Kaminsky + Erica B. Clark • Sarah Jane Hahn + .. Kara M. Dougherty
Monica Porzio lulide Gizir Jennifer Mary Wells *** Joann M. Crosier + Stephen Michael Hemberger .H Robert L. Eaves
Durrell G. Reed Duygu Gursesli Maddie Lynn Foltyn + Amber Lynn Ingalls
Matthew H, Ryan Rebecca L. Hanzes MUSICAL THEATRE Sarah Jane Monica Gentillon + Richard Zachary Kinne
Sara Lorraine Huether
Gabrielle A. Satterly relm Kaya Emily Anne Ellis Brooke Alden Hoffman Kayleigh Lynn Kohnke
Lizbeth Raejebbett
.H Kathleen Rose Livermore
Joseph Charles Sbarra + Nazlican Manas Anthony Louis Festa Catharine Marie Rogers Alexandra Katherine Lee
Matthew A. Sears Ayelet B. Negri Colin james Havener Jaron Mark Serven + jennifer Michelle Lindley
Marley Lefkowitz Myrianthopoulos
Tiffany Nicole Street Kadir Onder • Kara Anne Howard Lauren Marie Zuber + April Elizabeth Lynch
Dominic Pellegrino.. Danielle Rumsey
james P.Ward H jessica Alejandre Przepiora Natalie Iris Luzzi
.. Daniel S. MacPherson +
Adarnlarnes Whitmarsh .. Hilary Ann Rehler Ryan M. McDonald PSYCHOlOGY ... Melissa Marie Maki Kathryn C. Schultheis
Nicole Marie Wolff Joana R. Santos + ... Aileen Elizabeth Morris + Stephanie Marguerite Bartlett Larissa Marrett Brian A. Zarro
Jessica Lynn Wood Irfan Uysal Rebecca Christina Rozzoni
H Marie Lynn Bieber Caitlin Ellen McCrone
Jason Astor Schulof • Rebecca]. Bradbury Brittany S. Minnoe
ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: PHYSICS
FRENCH Skylar Jay Winter + Meaghan Elizabeth Carroll Anna Muserallo
Kathy Lynn Suarez.. Sarah Leilani Bceres + Allison Leigh Zack Douglas Allen Clapper Tammy Lynne Newhart
*** Joann M. Crosier + Courtney Lynn Clasper • jahsee Orlando Pickering
[I] [9]
Candidates for Bachelor's Degrees PSYCHOLOGY Katelyn Marcella D'Loughy + Melissa Mea.. Amanda Rose Bradley .. Kerri D. Dalton Courtney Brooke Metelitz +
Karissa Leigh Crandall Rachel K. Darling Jesse William Meyer
Larissa Ann Cristallo Monica A. Dayboch + James Joseph Mignone Jr.
• Natalie Michelle Dean Lauren Therese Dayton .. Elyssa Robyn Miller +
ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: Benjamin Michael Ca[1 CHEMISTRY Katie Anne Thompson Deck Lauren Marie DeBiase • Courtney Leigh Mitchell
PHYSICS AND MATHEMATICS Kiel A. Camken Carl Alfred Carlson .r • Stephanie L, Diffendorf Kelley Ann Del.alla Rachel Essie Monroe
Briana LynnJarvis Nichole Christine Capsello Joseph Ross Furterer Michelle Gaufman Lauren De Lucrezia .. Lisa Marie Morgan
Alana M. Zahn Catherine M. Carille ... Michael James Houghton Nicole M. Granger Marli Claire Dempsey ... Aileen Elizabeth Morris +
*** josiah James Cimino Maksim Livshits Craig james Houghton Alexis Chanel Denson-Glen .. Maria Rose Nastasi +
BIOLOGY Crystal Tamar Cote Michelle Victoria Simonds • Brandi Kathryn Kelley Jaciyn R. DePatto Nicole M. Nellpowttz.. Cassandra L. Barnes Louis Andrew Crispo Casey Lauren Knight Danielle Nicole Didone m Helen Louisa Neuhard
Benjamin C Bengtson • Gerald F. D'Angelo Jr. CH EM ISTRY/ENG INEERI NG joEllyn M. Morris .. Chelsea L. Dixon + *** jennifer Ann Nicks
Stefan John Birek ... Christopher K. Daly • NathanaelJoseph Banden .. Maria Michele Mursch *** Jeanne Michelle Dixon *** james Nolan
• Danielle C. Birmingham Anthony James Dattilo ... Danielloseph Pitcher " Heather Leigh Dwyer Cassandra Rae O'Brien
Corinne L. Boening Andrew L. DeBardelaben CONSERVATION BIOLOGY Nicole Marie Ruddy • Shauna Lynn Edwards ... Andrea Lynn Oddo
joshua P. Boulter + Regis Robertson Dillon Jason Michael Gorman Rebecca L. Rudolph • julie Nicole Elderbroom Ashleigh E. Padasak••• Steven R. Campbell Cory D. Fahey Andrew Donald Larson Stephanie Anne Russo Courtney A. Evans Brittany Nicole Pardi +
Haley Carol Casbeer Michael William Farrell ... Allison lee Tomaszewski •• Carrie Lianne Falino + Stephanie M. Pettitt
Christine Marie Cate Millie B, France GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS .. Keri Anne Urban ... Laura Michelle Farmer ... Andrea R. Phelps
Danielle N. Cavallo Michael Ingman Friel Katie L. Allen Erica Marie Vallance jennifer Mary Finley Stephanie M. Plano
Sarah A. Childress .. Megan M, Gonsalves Rebecca 51. Clair Aungst Lindsey Mae Fitzgerald •• Emily Jane Pollard
Christine Clarke Warren Lee Granderson Glen Joseph Brozio Catherine Rose Fleming Stephanie A. Pooler
*** leanne Dippel + •• William Mathewson Hays Kristen Maire Buck .. Heidi Lynn Folts Lindsey Anne Potrikus
Rose M. Evanick Gerard Vincent Heinz Ian C. Burk School of Nicole Ellen Franklin Hannah Elizabeth QuickNicholas l. Froiseth m Krysten Irene Hoversen + David T. Delcourt Kristyn Marie Gargano Rachel Diana Rabbin... Stephanie N, Grube Gregory Ronald Huethef'" .. James Geary Kommer Education Alyssa Irene Gluck ... Kaitlin Elizabeth Ramsbotham
Bart Herman Haralson Alice Huynh *** Sarrah Christine Kubinec Brent William Goettsche • Brooke L. Regenbogen
Christine Laura Haungs Casey H, Inman Kevin Robert Medrano Amanda Kristen Goff •• Erica L. Reichard••• Amanda Marlene Howard Nicholas M. Jackson " Joseph Raymond Pearl Bachelor of Science Haley Anne Gottlieb ... Kate Elizabeth Rennie• jennifer Lynn Judge jordan Kyle Jantzi ", Lindsey Rothschild Maxine A. Griffith Brian Richard Rosebrook
Martin Christopher jude Kearney • Andie johnston Scott A. Stanton CHILDHOOD EDUCATION Stephen Rodney Hackett .. Ashley Sage<,
joseph Michael AbouraadMatthew james Klumpp Christopher John Kelly Eric David Strahley •• Stephanie Rae Hartley julianne Samuels.. Hannah R. Langbart Kristine Kelly .. William jason Talbot •• Tiffany M. Adams ... Brittany Leigh Hartmann Angelica M. Santana
Stephanie Nicole Lukas Shawn Kent
... Rachel Elaine Alexander • Rebecca A. Henry .. Rachel Nicole Schoonover
Zachery Benjiman Makuch Shane Michael Kessler GEOLOGY Lauren Nicole Allen • justin Herbst .. Kathleen Marie Schumann +
Daniel A. Mazzone Stuart Matthew Levenson •• Jennifer L. Becker .. Mallory Anger ••• Katelynn Marie Hoag + Joyce K. Sears.. Nichole M. Meisner Kyle Parker Lyskawa Riley Richard Behrens • Amanda Frances Baker .. Laura Claire Holstrom Samantha Nicole Segur
Marcus Adam Payne Kyle James McCullough Thomas Delesia
.. Mallory L. Baker Latrise Bernice Hopkins Kelsey joanne Sherman
Brian A. Pesner • Tiffany Marie Miller " Robert D. Hornung • Kristin M. Barnoski .. Meaghan Rebecca Howard ... Angela Elaine Silverstein
Christopher joseph Poplarski Brandon M. Misiaszek A. Nicholas Krupski • Amanda Constance Barrilo Laura jean johnson Melissa Rose Skopek
Joseph M. Rahimzadeh .. Matthew Thomas Munnelly jesse Kane McMahon • jacqueline D. Begnoche • Ashley L. Jones .. jeremy j. Slack
Richard Edwards Rose III Jack Murphy Raben Jay Mundy Jr. Eileen Marie Bennett Matthew William jones + • Laura Marie S1. Cyr
Kelly A. Schwippert Lindsay Ann Nielsen Brian William Soeffing jennie E. Biamonte ... Melissa Danielle Jones Heather T Stephens +
Kurt Segelbacher Alicia Victoria Pagan Michelle Denise Teneyck Lauren Bivona • Jennifer Kalaydjian .. Christina Catherine Storino
Sarah Michelle Smith Craig Garrett Peterson Courtney Elizabeth Blanchard • AngelaJenice Kandora Desirae Catherine Stropoli
juliana Marie Spagnuolo Katie Elizabeth Potter INDIVIDUALIZED DEGREE PROGRAM Rebecca Ashley Blumbergs ... Allison Leigh Keiser • Katherine A. Taber
Julie Lynn Stanson Corey D. Puckey '" David C. Bitterbaum Jennifer L. Bodie Patricia Catherine Kelly • Timothy Edward Talcott
Courtney Meghan Stevens jacqueline Reis Pamela Dawn Dusseau Kerry Anne Bolembach Stephanie L, Kelly • Natalie Jean Tarnow
Adam Richard Strizak Bryce A, Rexford Laura L. Bonanno •• Lorraine Renee Kiser ... Brittany Anne Trowbridge
Andrew S. Thompson Lauren M. Riley MATHEMATICS Danielle Borkowski .. Lisa Klubock + Amanda Van Kuren.. Amanda Lynn Willcox Xavier Rodriguez Erin Marie Brain .. Kristina K. Bowe • Natasha Jean Knickerbocker Samantha Joan VandeBogart
John Frederick Wolff ... Daniel F. Scripter Nathan Kuyrkendall Lauren B. Bowman • Nadia A. Kostiv .. Ammie M. Vermilyea
Arda Sezer Alaina R. Latella + Kay!ee Rose Brown Nicole Marie Krivkkh Nikole Kristina Visconti
BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES ... Katharine Shumaker Richard james Rathbunlr. Samantha M. Buckley .. Kristi Lynn LaCount Chelsey L. Vogel
Paula N. Gooden Ronald Wesley Slaght Christen Anne Roerk
.. Michelle Marie Burdge Kathleen I. Lane Katie A. Volpe
John Thomas Mizenko Anthony Lee Smith Shawn W. Sallis + Michael G. Cahalin + • Bobbie Jean Lansdowne .. Deborah M. Walton
*** Katelyn V, Molzan , Kathryn E. Snyder Carey Collester Williams Amber M. Caldwell .. Christine Lasagne .. Jessica Marie Wax• Jeffrey Joseph Valenti Joshua M. Staves Glenn A. Woodard .. Maegan Elizabeth Callanan Alaina R. Latella + •• Amy L. Weingartner
Danielle N. Zinn + H lenna Marie Campos .. Molly Graham Lawrence Alixandra Paige WershbaRyan). Stewart •BUSINESS ECONOMICS Sarah Ann Swan Sarah Ann Card + .. Margaret Lyn Lehmann Melanie R. Wettlaufer +
Todd Jeffrey Anthony Kathryn M. Vail PHYSICS
... Steven Cariseo Amber H. Litz ... Peter Zachary White
Kyra Lee Agresta • Shawn W. Sallis + • Dea Nicole Castanza .. Coleen Rae MacCracken •• Steven Thomas WhiteAdrienne Valenti• Krystina Marie Barrett Wade D. Widrick *** Kyle Lewis Westlake • Michelle Elizabeth Cervasio ... Beth Ann Madden julianne Lisabeth Whittam
Paul). Basirlco AmandaJoanne Wilkinson
.. .anessa Daniells Ciaschi • Michelle Marisa Maglione Cassandra Lee Wido
Kevin James Birney .. Timothy Michael Windhausen PHYSICS AND ENGINEERING ••• Sheryl Ann Ciotola • Maria Gabriela Marcoccia Katrina Maureen Witt
Gregory Christopher Brooker Evan Johnathan Wyler
Eric Anthony Nunziato Lauren Jill Citron • Melissa Cindy Marder Alyse Noelle Wolber
Francis A. Brunetti + Ryan James Cleary jaleesa V. Martin .. MicheHe Brooke Wolinsky.. Amanda Marie Burke lana B. Cohen Marissa Lynne Martinez + Yu Wen Zhao• Lisa M. Crimi Katherine Elizabeth McHenry • Denlelle N. Zinn +.. julie Lynn Cupp Katie Theresa Mcintosh
[iQ] [Ii]
Candidates for Bachelor's Degrees Ashley Marie Quartulli .. Chrisandra Leigh Renzulli RECREATIONBriana Noel Ratliff Gene Rhee Joseph D. Brennan
larnlla Richards Jessica Marie Richardson Bethany J Harris
Bethany Anne Romesser + Matthew P.Rimmer Mitchell). Lemery
Thomas Robert Sanders Jessica Marie Ruocco Matthew F.Mintz
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION Nicole Marie .orett School of Alison Laurette Slagor Joseph Antonio Santullo Kyle David Peterson., Jane L. Arold Kristin Elizabeth Kashuba Heather Ann Stumpel Steven Michael Schlee Alison M. Reyes.,
Heather M. Ayres
.,
Becki D. Kimble Professional '" Tasha R. Taylor ., Bryan Paul Schmidt Matthew Philip Schmelzlen
Kristi Lynn Bentley Jacklyn Helen Kramer Studies Christina Katheryn Terrana Eric). Stermer Nathaniel J. Smith• Heather Benz .. Stephanie Lynn Krol Megan J. Zahn Ryan Christopher Strang Sarah Elizabeth Vigliotti
Jennifer L. Blake .. jessica Ann LaGrow Patrick Daniel Sullivan Isaac Jordan Walrath
Blair Marie Bland .., Richelle Ruth Lawrence Bachelor of Arts HUMAN SERVICE STUDIES Christopher Paul Tangredi.. Linsey Carter Bland .. Holly M Leary Dorrie Bryant Jason Turner RECREATION MANAGEMENT
MaryBeth Bowers .. Kristin Leigh Legacy .. Mallory Ducatte-Gorslme Benjamin Tyree Kristine Marie GauthierSPORT MANAGEMENT.. Amy lyn Buchanan .. Kimberly A. Lehanka Daniells Elise Kelley Danielle M. Fox *** Colin Patrick Utz-Meagher .. Kevin M. Greenough
Laurel Ann Carissimi Tonya Marie Lindow Beth Ann Guenthner *** Justin C. Wager Emily Ann Kishbaugh.. Christina Marie Cevallos Kari Elizabeth loomis Ami Ingrahm Elizabeth Jolan Wasik Gregory W. Kroohs
Megan Amanda Cornell Britani Dominique Moy Bachelor of Science Una DiPietro Januszka Jon Paul Weatherborn Craig Ryan Ross
Jadyn Ann Fausner Anne Alice Murray Ashley lynn King Ashlea Elizabeth Youngs Erik). Svensson.. Christina Marie Feldman Amanda Kim Nelson ATHLETIC TRAINING Kimberly R. lane
Jacqueline Grace Ford .. Lauren Elizabeth Norberg • Sho Arai Michelle Rebecca McMahon KINESIOLOGY: FITNESS DEVELOPMENT SPEECH AND HEARING SCIENCE
Christine M. Galarza Emily Marie Nortz Joshua P. Boulter + Megan Elizabeth Sage Tyler T Amodio Carin Anne Bell
Patricia Arlene Gaston ., Lisa Rosalie Nulty .. Kathryn A. Wilcox • Alena Marie Anthony Danielle Paige BermanHeather Marie Conway
Jessica Marie Harnish ... Elaine Marie O'Donnell Thomas R. Coupart Kojo Dwumfuor Boateng .. Tara Colleen Ciotoli
Katherine C. Hatfield Kimberly Elizabeth Pace .. Danielle L. Delay KINESIOLOGY Joshua M. Chappell .. Stephanie Marie Diluzio
Rachael A. Jackson Sarah M. Paduana ", Andrew Jarred Eggleston Michael Thomas Abbott Joshua N. Denton Alyssa L Fraser• Cheree C. Kessler • Megan A. Peters Philipp M. Ewert Paul J. Anderson Robert Joseph Dosch Karen E. Fuhrmann
Blair Traci Lefland Mark R. Phillips • Andrew Green Devine Bailey Sean R. Eaton .. Melissa JoAnn Gardner
Danielle Marie Lewis Brooke Marie Prislupsky Brenna Morrae Lape Mary Cathleen Bielawski Ryan Michael Fernandez Hannah Gibbs
Lisa Sarah Lopez Gina Marie Romuno Matthew 1- Madia Evan P, Bowers Justin Anthony Gaita • Alicia Marie Gloede"
Morgan Bailey Mackie Britni Alicia Sauter Bethany Anne Romesser + John-Michael C. Burruss William Frederick Groff • Casey Leigh Henry
Karissa Ann McGrory ... Cari Leigh Scoppa '- Jenny Catherine Shlpos Ryan C. Castle Stephen R. Handler Melissa Marie Hillock
Kristin Dorothy O'Connor .. Jamie Suzanne Snow Lindsay Ann Snow + Matthew Thomas Cornell Mary J. Houghtaling .. Jessica Rose Iovino
Jenny Lee Phillips .. Gretchen Elizabeth Soule Stephanie E.petota .. Michael Reynolds jock .. Colleen V. Leahy
lenna Catherine Ponte Eileen Casey Spellman COMMUNITY HEALTH *** jeanna Dippel + • Alexander Kalinkos .. Sarah Elizabeth Nelson.,
Kimberly A. Repe Stephanie Lynn Walters Amanda Marie Challis Seth C,J. Dubois Johnathan Laznovsky Carolyn Beth Paskoff
Lindsey Marie Sternberg Jennifer Nicole Wandell .. Heather Lynn Donegan Daniel). Eberlein Faith S. Lingwood .. Katelyn Allison Powell
Madeline Louise Turco lillian Cheri Young Jessilyn A. Fritz Corey Alexander Fonseca Dominic Thomas Loffredo + lindsay Marie Rowley... Sarah Jean Unger .. Nicole Marie Mahoney Theron M. Harris Cody J. Losie Kaitlyn Patricia Scire
Katherine M. VanAmburg INCLUSIVE SPECIAL EDUCATION Thalia Elie Nakouzi Helena Alexandra Herzog Steven Nickel • Jamie Lynn Shanahan... Mary Elizabeth Vincent Cynthia Baquero Lauren Ann Portnoy Clark Thomas Holdsworth .. Derrick James Onate • Elana Victoria Shoykhet
AnneMarie Vitchers Erin Kathleen Birkel ... Nicole M. Ragard Lisa Michelle Holt Victor Ramirez Shayna M. Simmons
Adrieana Marie Woodard Tara Elizabeth Chambers .. Andrew Mark Stanier Casey Patrick Hubbard • Matthew David Reyes m Chea Francesca Snyder
Samantha Ann Wyant .. Caitlin N. Coumatos Amy P. Hurley Jeremy D. Reynolds Ashley M. Sosis.. Jared). Dart .. Ryan Daniel Ingalls Jerry L. Ryan Sadie Ann VillanoHEALTH SCIENCE
EARLY CHILDHOOD/CHILDHOOD *** Caitlin Cassidy DeGroat .. Nicole Elaine Anjeski Melissa G. Ivins .. Amorette Brygene Smith Christine Denise Whittam
EDUCATION • J. Clay Deveau Gregory Allen Beber Anthony A. Joyce .. Charissa Marie Sutliff Alyssa G. Wolff.. Laura Marie Accardi .. Jessica Susan Dickinson Maria S. Blum Lauryn Nicolette Kaznowski • joseph Thomas Veltre
Sarah Marie Atwood ... Abigail P. Felter Kelly Ann,e Cameron Joseph Anthony Keleher II Anna L. Whitmore SPEECH AND LANGUAGE DISABILITES
Katelin M. Bacher ... Kayla Ann Hauck .. Brandie M. Crowell Christina Renee Kennedy .. Katherine Ann Albanese
Brittany Marie Bailey .. Lauren Violet Hedger + Maxine Brooke D'Agostino Brian Z. Kokulak OUTDOOR RECREATION .. lillian Catherine Babcock
Chelsie Lyn Bakeman Marykate Hill David Daniel Caitlin A. Latham Adam M. diVincenzo ... Karen A. Corson
H Kristin Nancy Brault Lisa Jeanne Hryvniak Jennifer Sara Doeing Derrick Michael Lawlor • Janet M. Famularo Nicole Katherine Defayette... Melissa Ann Bubel Kari J. Kiehn Megan J. Donlevy Kyle Robert Lumpkin Lindsey L. Jackson Brooke Marie DiMarco
Jessica Anne Buchman Kimberly Christine Murphy • Austin Patrick Malleolo Maureen Margaret Matejcik ...• Mark D. Duherne Kristin E. DiSanto
Ashley M. Burns *** Jennifer L. Ondrako Sarah M. Farrell Kristen M. Mallon .. Kaila Mae Moore H. Heather L. Dunn
Brenda Jean Bush Tara Ann Peterson • Sean R. Maloney Aislinn O'Grady Elizabeth Anne EdgeworthJulie A. Galvin
Eileen M. Caputo H Kristina Marie Roach Anna Marie Gowan Malorie Jean Manheimer leralee Marie O'Hara Bethany J. Finn
Cristina Joanne Chiarappa Nicole Marie Staudt • Jessica Lynn Greenman Matthew V. McCutchan Laura E. Pasternak Sarah A. Foxm Alyssa M. Cooper ... Christina Lynn Strain m Mark joseph McDonald .. Daniel Porter ..Kristen A. Harnett Kelly Marie Glynn
Marie T. Coyle laurie Ann Vieldhouse Kristen E. Houle Christopher Richard McElroy Adam F. Prue Jocelyn Marie Hook
Abigail H. Dellow Catey Lynn Weiner Jennifer Katherine Jones Kevin 1. Mcinerny Richard Edward Quest Elizabeth Catherine Jones
Margaret Ann Fisher Nicole Marie Willis m Rebecca leigh McKenney Jenny Lynn Rutledge *** Jacqueline Susan MarconiJessica L. Krause• Sherry Lynn Florance .,. Morgan Nicole Moore .. Brandon Frank Seymore *** Julie Christine McChesneyLindsey Noelle Maliani
Sarah Rose Gauquie
Gregory A McGee Tachett Angelee Morrison Matthew James Sheerin .. Elizabeth C. Rotheim.. Marisa L. Gioia • John W. Nulty Annelise Christine Tasker Danielle L. SackettMichael D. Mena
Allison Lynn Granish .. Jonathan J. Paladini H Gary M. Towner H Joanna Elizabeth SaturnoChristina Perla
Nicole E. Green
Crystal L. Perry Sharon Rachel Pantlrer Jonathan Otto Wetzel Brittany Barbara Tarkowski
Ashley Rose Hendrickson .. Julie Ann Park + Felicia M. Wilkins • Andrea Villa., Michele Jill Henn Eric E. Planck
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Academic Heraldry
ACADEMIC PROCESSION
The processional begins with the all-college gonfalonier,
who leads in the faculty. followed by the schools of arts and
sciences. education and professional studies gonfaloniers,
who lead in the students. The processional concludes when
the mace bearer brings in the platform party, which consists
of members of the' College's administration and faculty
leadership, the College Council, visiting dignitaries and
honorees
THE MACE
The mace is a ceremonial staff used as a symbol of authority
The mace bearer precedes the platform party and places
the mace on a special stand where it remains while the
official proceedings of Commencement are under way. SUNY
Cortland's mace, the "Torch of Learning," is made of silver and
rosewood and was created by local silversmith John Marshall.
THE GONFALONS
The four bright banners carried in the academic procession
are called gonfalons. The red, white, black and grey gonfalon
represents the College; in blue, grey and burgundy it
represents the School of Arts and Sciences; in blue, purple
and black it represents the School of Education; and in peach
and green it represents the School of Professional Studies
The gonfalons were designed by libby Kowalski, professor
emerita of art and art history, and Kathy Maher, a 1984 SUNY
Cortland graduate. The standards were made by Bard Prentiss,
associate professor emeritus of art and art history, and). Eric
Kroot. Materials were provided by the Gilbert and Mary Cahill
Foundation and the late Rozanne M. Brooks, distingUished
teaching professor emerita of sociology/anthropology.
REGALIA
Commencement lends itself to the pageantry of an
academic procession rooted in medieval times. The
gowns and hoods worn by faculty members, candidates
for graduation and platform dignitaries distinguish the
institution from which the wearer was or will be graduated,
the level of the degree earned and the field of learning
In 1985, American colleges established a standard code of
academic dress, specifying three types of gowns. The gown
for the bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves, the gown for
the master's degree has an oblong sleeve with the front part
cut in an arc, and the gown for the doctoral degree has bell-
shaped sleeves. The doctoral gown also is trimmed in velvet.
The hood's inner lining, which folds out at the back and
center, indicates the colors of the institution granting the
degree, while the border, which comes around to the front
of the neck, represents the field of learning
The black mortarboard cap is standard. Its only
distinguishing feature is a gold tassel worn by holders of
the doctoral degree.
THE HONORS MEDALLION
The graduates wearing silver medallions with red ribbons
have completed the SUNY Cortland Honors Program. To
complete the Honors Program, a student must take 24 credit
hours of honors courses, engage in 40 hours of community
service. m~ain a cumulative grade point average of 12,
and complete an honors thesis during his or her senior year
THE KEN.1E STOLE
The Kentestoeea rich, multicolored, handwoven style of
cloth that originatedin Ghana, West Africa, and is revered
throughout the Africana world. It is traditionally worn during
important national ceremonies. The colors, patterns and
ideogramatic images of the Kente stole impart information
about the wearer and highlight the importance of an event
or a ceremony. Similar to the academic hood, the Kente
stole is relatively new to commencement ceremonies in the
United States and signifies and symbolizes higher education's
connection to the rich cultures, intellectual traditions and
academic achievements of the Africana world.
SPECIAL PERSON DESIGNATION
All graduates can designate a special person who has
been instrumental in helping them achieve their higher
education goals. This individual's name is read along with the
graduate's name as he or she walks across the stage at the
Commencement ceremony. Students who choose to name a
special person do so when they apply online for their degree.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT FLAGS
Graduating international students present their national
flag to the president during the Commencement ceremony.
In the past. flags representing Canada, China, Colombia,
Cypress, France, Gambia, India, japan, Nepal, Mali, Peru, South
Korea and Turkey were received. During the Commencement
ceremony, the flags are displayed on stage and, afterward
they are exhibited in the lobby of Corey Union.
seniors Who Have Received
Academic Recognition
The following list reflects participants in the Honors Program, members of College-Wide rather than departmental honor
societies, and recipients of awards and scholarships presented primarily at the annual Honors Convocation ceremony.
This list only includes a portion of the awards available to students on campus.
Abdo, Alexis Lyn, Alpha Sigma Lambda
Honor Society, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Accardi, laura Marie, Honors Program,
Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, 2010
Honors Program Award
Alexander, Rachel Elaine, Tau Sigma
Honor Society, 2008 Senior Academic
Achievement Award
Amodio, Philip M., Alpha Sigma Lambda
Honor Society, 2010 Gustave B.Tirnel
Award
Andrews, Ashley L., Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society, Tau Sigma Honor
Society, 2009 Van Akin Burd Prize,
2010 Van Akin Burd Scholarship in
English
Anger, Mallory, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Anjeski, Nicole Elaine, Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society, Tau Sigma Honor
Society, 2010 Katherine Allen
Whitaker Award
Atwood, Alyssa Christine, Honors
Program
Ausiello, Heather Marie, Tau Sigma
Honor Society
Bailey, Denise M., Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Bakala,Jennifer, Phi Beta Delta Honor
Society for International Scholars
Baker, Sean Eli, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Banden, Nathanael Joseph, 2008 Dr.
Peter M. Jeffers Scholarship
Barbour, Kimberly Casey, 2009 and
2010 Seth N. Asumah "Uhuru" Award
Bartholomew, Kate Elizabeth, Phi Eta
Sigma Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society, 2009 Dr. 1. Robert 'S8
and Maureen Johnson Professional
Studies Scholarship, 2010 Dorothy
Arnsdorff Award
Becker, Jennifer L., Honors Program, Phi
Eta Sigma Honor Society, 2010 Honors
Program Award
Bellevue, Ciara K., 2010 Timothy Chung
76 Award for Excellence in American
Literature
Bennett, Eileen Marie, 2009 Harriet
Bentley Junior Memorial Award
Bentley, Rebecca Faith, Alpha Sigma
Lambda Honor Society, Tau Sigma
Honor Society, 2009 Alpha Delta
Junior Scholarship
Berger, Amanda Tracy, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society
Beyer, Kristen M., 2010 Thomas O.
Mwanika Award
Bielawski, Mary Cathleen, 2007 Peter
Eisenhardt '67 Award for Excellence in
World First!
Birmingham, Danielle c., Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society
Bitterbaum, David c., Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society, 2010 Outstanding
Achievement in the Individualized
Degree Program
Bland, Linsey Carter, Honors Program.
2010 Honors Program Award
Boehme, Jessica Lynn, Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society, Tau Sigma Honor
Society, 2009 M. Eugene Bierbaum
Award. 2009 Senior Academic
Achievement Award, 2010 Ann C.
Allen Memorial Award
Boeres, Sarah Leilani, Phi Beta Delta
Honor Society for International Scholars
Bowe, Kristina K., Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Bradley, Amanda Rose, Tau Sigma
Honor Society
Brown, Kaylee Rose, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Bubel, Melissa Ann, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Buchanan, Amy Lyn, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Burke, Amanda Marie, Tau Sigma
Honor Society
Burkett, Marisa Ann, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society, 2009 Alpha Delta
Junior Scholarship
Burnette, David Michael, 2009 Jay '66
and Bettie Lee Yerka Scholarship for
Excellence in Recreation and Leisure
Studies
Butz, Kelsey Eve, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society
Caiza-Zabala, Emerson f., Tau Sigma
Honor Society
Callanan, Maegan Elizabeth, Phi Eta
Sigma Honor Society
Castle, Ryan c., Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Caughey, Elizabeth R., 2010 Del
Ivan Janik Award for Excellence in
Undergraduate Shakespeare Studies,
2010 Marion C Thompson Memorial
Scholarship
Chrysler, Grace M., Honors Program
Cimino, Josiah James, Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society, Tau Sigma Honor
Society, 2010 Irmgard Mechlenburg
Taylor Award. 2010 Senior Academic
Achievement Award, 2010 Fred
Hanga Jr. Memorial Award for
Excellence in Business Economics
Cle.ary, Alison Marie, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society, 2009 Leonard F_Ralston
Award
Colwell, Megan A., Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Connor, Melissa Marie, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society
Constantine, Jessica Marie, Phi Eta
Sigma Honor Society
Cooney, Alanna Frances, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society
Cooper, Alyssa M., Honors Program, Phi
Eta Sigma Honor Society, 2010 Honors
Program Award
Corbett,Jacquelyn Lea, Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society, Tau Sigma Honor Society,
2009 Past Presidents Scholarship, 2010
Wall Street Journal Award
Corson, Karen A., Alpha Sigma Lambda
Honor Society. 2009 Senior Academic
Achievement Award
Coupart, Thomas R., Honors Program.
2010 Honors Program Award
Crosier,Joann M., Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, 2008 Alpha Deltaluruor
Scholarship, 2010 Award for Excellence
in French
Seniors Who Have Received
Academic Recognition
Daly, Christopher K.t 2010 Academic
Achievement and Service Award
Davis, Hilary Frances, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Delay, Danielle l., Honors Program,
2010 Honors Program Award
Dellow, Abigail H, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Dennison, Kristen Cash, Phi Beta
Delta Honor Society for International
Scholars
Dickinson, Jessica Susan, Tau Sigma
Honor Society
Dtppel, jeanne, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society. 2008 Dr. J. Robert '58 and
Maureen Johnson Professional Studies
Scholarship, 2008 Past Presidents
Scholarship. 2010 Chancellor's
Award for Student Excellence, 2010
Outstanding Senior Student in
Kinesiology
DiSanto, Kristin E., Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society. 2009 Judith Smith Kelemen
Memorial Scholarship - Junior Award
Dixon, Chelsea L., Phi Beta Delta Honor
Society for International Scholars.
2010 Phi Beta Delta International
Honor Society Award for Internation-
alization
Dixon.jeanne Michelle, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society. Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society
Dolitsky, Martin Daniel, Honors
Program, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society,
Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society. 2010
Honors Program Award
Donahue, Megan 1, Honors Program.
Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society. 2010
Honors Program Award
Dubensky, Nicole Marie, Tau Sigma
Honor Society
Ducatte-Gorsline, Mallory, 2010 Human
Service Studies Award for Outstanding
Academic Achievement
Dunn, Heather L., Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Eble, Colleen Margaret, Honors
Program, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society,
Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society. 2010
Honors Program Award
English, Michael Paul, Honors Program
Ergul, Yeliz, Phi Beta Delta Honor
Society for International Scholars
Euler, Christopher, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Falinc, Carrie Lianne, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Fannon, David Edward, Phi Kappa
Phi Honor Society, 2010 Francis].
Moench '16 Award
Farmer, Laura Michelle, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society
Feldman, Christina Marie, Tau Sigma
Honor Society
Felter, Abigail P., Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Fesetch, John W., Tau SigaJ~ Honor
Society
Festa, Anthony Louis, 2008 Charles T.
Griffes Award
-,
Feyler, Ashley Marie, Tau Sigma Honor
Society <, .
Finch, Katie Elizabeth, 2009 Dr, j,
Robert '58 and Maureen Johnson
Professional Studies Scholarship
Finn, Bethany J., Phi Beta Delta Honor
Society for International Scholars
Fiore, Paul Michael, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society
Flint, Sarah Rebecca, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Flood, Meghan Marie, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society
Florance, Sherry Lynn, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Foro, Jared Scott, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society. 2007 Peter Eisenhardt '67
Award for Excellence in Earth and Sky
Fraser, Alyssa L., Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Fritz, Jessilyn A., Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society
Fromm, Melissa Debra, Tau Sigma
Honor Society. 2010 Bessie L Park
1901 Award
Galiulo, Mallory Antoinette, Tau Sigma
Honor Society
Gaston, Patricia Arlene, Tau Sigma
Honor Society
Gehring, Elyse R., Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Geoghegan, Kathleen Ann, Honors
Program. Phi Ea Sigma Honor Society.
Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, 2008
Leonard F. Ralston Award. 2009
Walter Hanchett Award. 2010 Honors
Program Award
Ghent, Stephanie A., Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society
Gioia, Marisa L., Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Glynn, Kelly Marie, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society
Gomez, Amanda M., Tau Sigma Honor
Society, 2010 Charles N, Poskanzer
Award
Gonsalves, Megan M., Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society
Graham, Danielle Larissa, Tau Sigma
Honor Society
Green, Andrew, 2010 Outstanding
Senior Student in Athletic Training
Greene, Katherine Elizabeth, Phi Kappa
Phi Honor Society
Greene, Kathryn Grace, Phi Beta
Delta Honor Society for International
Scholars. 2009 and 2010 Seth N. Asumah
'Ubuu" Award
Greenough, Kevin M., 2007 Composition
Portfolio Award
Grimm, Alexander Royce, Tau Sigma
Honor Society
Grinnell, Elizabeth Catherine, Honors
Program, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society.
2010 Honors Program Award
Grube, Stephanie N., Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society, 2010 Dr. Norman B.
Reynolds Memorial Award
Hammond, Courteny Lynn, Phi Eta
Sigma Honor Society
Hardter, Krystina L., Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society
Hartley, Stephanie Rae, Tau Sigma
Honor Society
Hauck, Kayla Ann, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society. Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society,
2010 Inclusive Special Education Award
Herwick, Brandon Keith, Tau Sigma
Honor Society. 2010 Chancellor's
Award for Student Excellence
Hoag, Katelynn Marie, Honors Program.
Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society, Phi
Kappa Phi Honor Society
Holland, Bryan, Alpha Sigma Lambda
Honor Society. Phi Beta Delta Honor
Society for international Scholars, Tau
Sigma Honor Society, 2010 Phi Beta
Delta International Honor Society
Award for Excellence
Hollenbeck, Charles A" Tau Sigma
Honor Society
Hook, Jocelyn Marie, Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society
Hornung, Robert D., 2009 W. Graham
Heaslip Award, 2010 W. Maxwell
Hawkins Award
Houghton, Michael James, 2010 Top
Graduating Senior in Chemistry. 2010
Dr. Peter M. Jeffers Scholarship
Hoversen, Krysten Irene, Phi Eta
Sigma Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society. 2009 Senior Academic
Achievement Award, 2010 Faculty
Award for Academic Achievement
Howard, Amanda Marlene, Alpha
Sigma Lambda Honor Society. 2009
Senior Academic Achievement Award.
2010 Marilou B, Wright '68 Memorial
Scholarship
Howard, Kara Anne, 2009 Charles T.
Griffes Award
Howard, Meaghan Rebecca, Phi Eta
Sigma Honor Society
Ingalls, Amber Lynn, Honors Program,
2008 Past President's Scholarship. 2010
Honors Program Award
Jarvis, Briana Lynn, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Hllscn, lauren A., Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society
Jones, Ashley Christina, Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society
[ones.Iennifer Katherine, 2010 Leonard
T. Gath Award
Jones, Melissa Danielle, Tau Sigma
Honor Society
Judge,Jennifer Lynn, Honors Program,
2010 Honors Program Award
Kaminsky,john Max, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Kelly, Autumn Rose, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Kennedy, Rachael Alice, Phi Beta
Delta Honor Society for International
Scholars
Killian, Troy Joseph, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Klubock, Usa, Phi Beta Delta Honor
Society for International Scholars
Knight, Casey lauren, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Knutsen, Peter A., Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Kommer, james Geary, Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society
Kristy, Jessica Caitlin, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society. 2010 Award for Outstanding
Achievement in Criminology, 2010
Computer Applications Academic
Achievement Award
Kubinec, Sarrah Christine, Alpha Sigma
Lambda Honor Society, 2010 Olive C.
Fish Award
LaCount, Kristi Lynn, Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society
Lansdowne, Bobbie Jean, Tau Sigma
Honor Society
Larson, Ryan Andrew, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Lawrence, john E., Tau Sigma Honor
Society
lawrence, Molly Graham, Phi Kappa
Phi Honor Society. Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Lawrence, Richelle Ruth, Tau Sigma
Honor Society
Lehmann, Margaret Lyn, Tau Sigma
Honor Society
Leigh, Candice J" Tau Sigma Honor
Society, 2010 Robert Rhodes 'S3 Award
leis, Sergio, Tau Sigma Honor Society,
2010 Award for Excellence in Spanish.
2010 Senior Academic Achievement
Award
Lewis, Kristina Marie, 2008 Harriet
Bentley Junior Memorial Award
livermore, Kathleen Rose, Tau Sigma
Honor Society, 2009 David L. Pugh
Award for Superior Achievement in
Mathematics by a Junior. 2010 William
H. Reynolds Award for Outstanding
Achievement in Mathematics by a
Senior
Lupini, Megan Nicole, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society. Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society
Lusby, Keith M., Honors Program. Phi
Eta Sigma Honor Society. 2010
Chancellor's Award for Student
Excellence, 2010 Honors Program Award
MacCart, Tobin W., Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
MacCracken, Coleen Rae, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society
MacPherson, Daniel S., Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society
Madden, Beth Ann, Tau Sigma
Honor Society, 2010 Senior Academic
Achievement Award. 2010 Senior
Award for Academic Excellence
Maki, Melissa Marie, Alpha Sigma
Lambda Honor Society. 2010 Rozanne
M. Brooks Sociology Award for
Outstanding Academic Achievement
Marconi, jacqueline Susan, Phi Eta
Sigma Honor Society
Martindale, Matthew Charles, 2009
Past Presidents Scholarship
Massaro, Kristen Marie, Tau Sigma
Honor Society
McChesney, julie Christine, Tau Sigma
Honor Society, 2010 Communication
Disorders and Sciences Professional
Promise Award
McDonald, Markjoseph, Tau Sigma
Honor Society
McDonald, Ryan M., 2010 Adams-Hill
Theatre Award
McKenney, Rebecca Leigh, Phi Eta
Sigma Honor Society, 2008 and 2009
Past Presidents Scholarship
McNamara, Anna M" Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society. Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society
Meade, Matthew Thomas, Phi Kappa
Phi Honor Society
Meisner, Nichole M., Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society
Melkun, Stephanie Erica, Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society
Merone, Shane Andrew, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society
Metelitz, Courtney Brooke, Honors
Program
Miller, Elyssa Robyn, Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society
Miller, Lauren Rebecca, 2009 Award
for Outstanding Achievement in
Criminology
Mizhquiri, Janina Cecibell, Phi Eta
Sigma Honor Society. Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society
MolIan, Katelyn V., Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society,
Mooney, Caitlin Rebecca, Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society, 2010 Laura Horsman '90
Memorial Award
Moore, Morgan Nicole, Alpha Sigma
Lambda Honor Society. Tau Sigma
Honor Society, 2010 Senior Academic
Achievement Award
Morris, Aileen £Iizabeth, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society. Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society
Morrison, Roseann Grace, 2010 Bessie L
Park 1901 Award
Seniors Who Have Received
Academic Recognition
Muhlenbruck, Dina Marie, Phi Eta
Sigma Honor Society. Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society
Mullan, Amanda Kay, Tau Sigma Honor
Society, 2009 Pi Sigma Alpha Award
for Best Paper, 2010 Pi Sigma Alpha
Senior Award for Best Portfolio
Munnelly, Matthew Thomas, Phi Eta
Sigma Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society
Murad, Maria Catherine, Tau Sigma
Honor Society
Mursch, Maria Michele, Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society
Neuhard, Helen Louisa, Alpha Sigma
Lambda Honor Society
Nguyen, Karlyn N., Alpha Sigma Lambda
Honor Society
Nicks, Jennifer Ann, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society. Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society
Nolan, James, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Norberg, Lauren Elizabeth, Phi Eta
Sigma Honor Society
Nulty, lisa Rosalie, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
O'Donnell, Elaine Marie, 2009 Kendra
Nelson Memorial Award, 2009 Senior
Academic Achievement Award
Oliver, John Bernard, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Ondrako, Jennifer L., Alpha Sigma
Lambda Honor Society, Tau Sigma
Honor Society. 2009 Senior Academic
Achievement Award
Pardi, Brittany Nicole, Phi Beta
Delta Honor Society for International
Scholars
Park, Julie Ann, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Paz, Demi A., Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society,
2008 Past Presidents Scholarship
Pearl.Joseph Raymond, Tau Sigma
Honor Society
Peck, Meghan c., Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Pennello, Matthew George, Tau Sigma
Honor Society. 2009 Pi Sigma Alpha
junior Award for Best Portfolio, 2010
Award for Outstanding Achievement in
Public Policy and Public Administration
Perez, Thanisa, 2010 Award for Excellence
in Understanding Multicultural and
Gender Issues
Persico, Anthony J., Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Peterson, Kyle David, 2010John
"jack" MacPhee Award. 2010 John A.
MacPhee Scholarship
Phelps, Andrea R., Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Piliero, Joseph Michael, Tau Sigma
Honor Society. 2010 Senior Academic
Achievement Award
Pitcher, Daniel joseph, Tau Sigma
Honor Society, 2009 Senior Academic
Achievement Award, 2010 Psychology
Academic Excel~e Award
Potaczala, Shannon M., Tau Sigma
Honor Society
Powell, Katelyn Allison, Honors
Program, Phi Eta Sigma HOOQr Society,
20lD Honors Program Award
Przepiora, jessica Alejandra, Phi Beta
Delta Honor Society for International
Scholars
Quick, Hannah Elizabeth, Tau Sigma
Honor Society
Ragard, Nicole M., Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society
Ramsbotham, Kaitlin Elizabeth, Phi Eta
Sigma Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society, 2007 Peter Eisenhardt '67
Award for Excellence in Tech First!
Rehler, Hilary Ann, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society, 2009 Award for Excellence
in Understanding Multicultural and
Gender Issues, 2010 Award for
Excellence in Teaching English to
Speakers of Other Languages
Reichard, Erica L, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Rennie, Kate Elizabeth, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society. Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society
Reynolds, Valerie K., Honors Program
Award. Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society.
Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, 2010
Honors Program Award
Richardson, Katrina jacintha, Phi Beta
Delta Honor Society for International
Scholars, Alpha Sigma Lambda Honor
Society, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Robertson, Deanna Elizabeth, Phi Eta
Sigma Honor Society, Ph, Kappa Phi
Honor Society, 2008 Alpha Delta
Junior Scholarship
Robertson, Elizabeth f.. Honors
Program. 2010 Honors Program Award
Rogers, Catharine Marie, 2009 Marion
C Thompson Memorial Scholarship
Rothstein, Evan Michael, Honors
Program, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society,
2009 Honors Program Award
Rozzoni, Rebecca Christina, 2009
Adams-Hill Theatre Award
Sallis, Shawn W., 2010 Outstanding
Senior Physics Major Award
Santoro, Michelle Dorothy, Phi Eta
Sigma Honor Society, 2009 and 20lD
William Rogers Memorial Award
for Excellence in Political Science,
2010 Chancellors Award for Student
Excellence
Saunders, Jason Wesley, 2009 Gerald
N. DiGiusto Award for Excellence in
Studio Art, 2010). Catherine Gibian
Award for Excellence in Art History
Schmidt, Bryan Paul, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society
Scoppa, Cari leigh, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Scripter, Daniel F., Honors Program, Phi
Eta Sigma Honor Society, 2010 Honors
Program Award
Serven, jaron Mark, 2010 Marion C
Thompson Memorial Scholarship
Seymore, Brandon Frank, Tau Sigma
Honor Society
Sharpe, Brooke Ashley, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society
Shearer, Brian Andrew, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society
Sheehan, James F., Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Shumaker, Katharine, Tau Sigma
Honor Society. 20lD Chairs Award for
Academic Excellence
Silverstein, Angela Elaine, Tau Sigma
Honor Society
Siadeski, Alia R., Phi Beta Delta Honor
Society for International Scholars, Tau
Sigma Honor Society
Snow, Jamie Suzanne, Honors Program,
Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society. 2010
Honors Program Award
Snyder, Chea Francesca, Alpha Sigma
Lambda Honor Society
Snyder, Kathryn E., Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Snyder IV, lawrence c., Phi Beta
Delta Honor Society for International
Scholars
Spuller, Emily M., Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Sternberg, Lindsey Marie, Tau Sigma
Honor Society
Strain, Christina lynn, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society
Straub, Thomas Edward, Alpha Sigma
Lambda Honor Society
Swan, Shaileen Marie, Tau Sigma
Honor Society, 2008 Alpha Delta
Junior Scholarship, 2010 Harlan "Gold"
Metcalf Award
Sweeney, Peter G., Honors Program, Phi
Eta Sigma Honor Society, 2008 Alpha
Delta junior Scholarship, 2008 Honors
Program Achievement Award, 2008
Dr. Robert '58 and Maureen johnson
Professional Studies Scholarship.
2010 Honors Program Award. 2010
Outstanding Senior Student in Sport
Management
Talbot, William Jason, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Tamol.jessica l., Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Tarolli, Michelle Anne, Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society
Tasker, Annelise Christine, 2010 John A.
MacPhee Scholarship
Taylor, Tasha R., Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Thomas, Emily Anderson, Honors
Program, 2010 Honors Program Award
Thomas, Katie R., 20lD Anthropology
Award for Outstanding Academic
Achievement
Thomas, Santino Rocco, Tau Sigma
Honor Society, 2009 Past Presidents
Scholarship
Tomaszewski, Allison lee, Phi Eta
Sigma Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society
Trowbridge, Brittany Anne, Phi Kappa
Phi Honor Society, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Unger, Sarah Jean, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Urban, Keri Anne, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
UtI-Meagher, Colin Patrick, Phi Eta
Sigma Honor Society
Valega, Yustyna, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Vansickle, Caleb Walter, 2009 john
"jack" MacPhee Award
Verdi,joanna Kate, 2009 Junior
Psychology Major Achievement
Award, 2010 Psychology Research
Award
Villa, Andrea, 2010 Cortland's Urban
Recruitment of Education (CUKE.)
Award
Vincent, Mary Elizabeth, Tau Sigma
Honor Society
Vogel, Chelsey l., Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Walker, Jennifer Phoebe, Tau Sigma
Honor Society, 2010 Non-Traditional
Student Major Achievement Award
(Pyschology)
Walrath, Isaac jordan, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Walton, Deborah M., Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Weigand, Taylor J-, Alpha Sigma Lambda
Honor Society, 2009 Spina-Friedgen 71
Scholarship, 2010 Walter Hanchett Award
Weingartner, Amy l., Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society
Westlake, Kyle lewis, Tau Sigma Honor
Society, 2010William joseph Phelps '69
Award
White, Peter Zachary, Honors Program,
Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society. Phi
Kappa Phi Honor Society
Whitman, Annie Elizabeth, Phi Beta
Delta Honor Society for International
Scholars
Wido, Cassandra lee, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Wild, Erica Christine, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Williams, Emily B., Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Willis, Nicole Marie, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society
Wirley, Ryan David, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Wolinsky, Michelle Brooke, Phi Eta
Sigma Honor Society
Worden, Stephanie Squires, Honors
Program, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society,
Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society. 2008
Honors Program Achievement Award,
2009 Alpha Delta Junior Scholarship,
2010 Honors Program Award, 2010
Outstanding Senior Award
Wryk, Sarah lynn, HOnors Program, Phi
Eta Sigma Honor Society, 2010 Honors
Program Award, 2010 Jay '66 and Bettie
Lee Yerka Award for Excellence in
Recreation and Leisure Studies
Zuber, lauren Marie, 2009 Laura
Horsman '90 Memorial Award
Zurek, Rebecca Ann, Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society, 20lD Senior
Psychology Major Achievement
Award
Gifts to the College in Honor
of Graduates
The following individuals have made generous gifts to the College In honor of their graduate. Graduate's names are in bold.
Karen Castine
Katie L. Allen








Erik J. Bitterbaum and
Ellen Howard Burton
David C. Bitterbaum
Mfchael Borkowski and Rose Borkowski
Danielle Borkowski





Warren Brozlo and Karen E. Brazia
Glen J. 8rozio




Martin Citron and Judy Citron
Lauren J. Citron

















Louis B. DeLesia and Brenda DeLesia
Thomas Delesia










Raymond Eble and Glynis Eble
Colleen M. Eble
john Farbotko and Linda Farbotko
Michael J. Farbotko





James Finn and Marybeth Finn
Bethany J. Finn
Michael and Maureen Fisher
Brian M. Fisher
Gary Gottlieb and Hizabeth Gottlieb
Haley A. Gottlieb
























Timothy Jones and Jacqueline Jones
Matthew W. jones















Ronald J Kort and Kim A. Kort
Katetyn L. Kort















t.Iarme McGrory 79 and
Theresa McGrory
Karissa A. McGrory
Keith A. Mitchell and Diane M. Mitchell
Courtney L. Mitchell





























Mary G. Reid 77
Kathleen A. Reid
Cathleen Riehle and Steve Riehle
jacquelynn M. Riehle
Paul Rimmer and Linda Rimmer
Matthew P. Rimmer
Edward Roberts and Elena Roberts
Edward A. Roberts
james Rogers and Mary Rogers
Catharine M. Rogers













John Solomon and Dorothy Solomon
Matthew R. Solomon




Carlton Steward and Gail Steward
Emily Elizabeth Rose Steward







Vincent E. Thide and Rose Mary Thide
Gregory J. Thide
Joseph Tonini and Christine Tonini
Nicholas A. Tonini
Thomas Urban and Joanne Urban
Keri A. Urban
Carl Valvassori and Christina Valvassori
Daniel Valvassori
Carl VanSickle and LisaVanSickle
Caleb W. VanSickle
Janet O'Grady Verdi 79 and
Frank P.Verdi
joanna K. Verdi




Kurt D. Welker and Paula Welker
Brandon T. Welker
Dennis, Barbara and Jessica Whittam
Christine D. Whittam





Lawrence Zezima and Mary Zezima
Amanda M. Zezima
























Education and Director, Center for
the 4th and Sth Rs
Professional Studies ~,
Dr. Anderson Young <, _
Distinguished Teaching Professor,



































Art and Art History




Director, Residence Life and Housing
Dr. lena Curtis





Head Coach, Women~ Golf, Athletics
Mr. Mark Dodds





Director, Speech Clinic and Lecturer,




Associate Professor, Philosophy and






















Protestant Chaplain, Interfaith Center
Dr. Richard Kendrick
Professor, Sociology/Anthropology




Foundations and Social Advocacy



















Assistant Professor, Political Science
Ms. Jennifer McNamara
Assistant Professor,







Interim Director, Graduate Studies
Ms. Noelle Paley
Interim Director, Multicultural















Advisor, james M. Clark Center for
International Programs
Mr. Brent Sears
Study Abroad Advisor, james M. Clark





Head Coach, Men's Basketball,
Athletics
Dr. Robert Spitzer
Distinguished Service Professor and
Chair, Political Science
Dr. Carol Van Der Karr





























Professor Emeritus, English and
Coordinator, Honors Program
Park Center Map














EXIT Upper FloorF I/ " ~ F=I-- .
ALUMNI ARENA
COREY GYMNASIUM




[ EXIT 0 4]) ~ bJEXIT FL~S EXIT1








Q West end of Poolside snack bar. between Corey Gymnasium and Alumni Arena
e Poolside snack bar
(J East end of Poolside snack bar hallway, near Athletics Office
4!) Park Center lobby adjacent to the bus stop
«) Park Center, Hall of Fame lobby
Reception and Facilities Information
An all-college reception will take place between the
Commencement ceremonies at various locations throughout





























































An ambulance will be stationed in the northwest parking lot
of the Park Center, just outside the overhead door.
Emergency Exits
In case of emergency, please proceed to the nearest exit in
an orderly manner
Flowers and Gifts
College Store staff will be selling flowers, diploma frames
and assorted gifts on the upper floor of the ParkCenter
near the Poolside snack bar from 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Guest Assistance
Ushers are available at all times for assistance and
information.
Lost and Found
For lost and found items. please contact the University
Police Department, Van Hoesen Hall,Room C-17,
(607) 753-4123.
Photography
Photographers are asked to stand to the side of the stage
when taking pictures to avoid blocking the view of seated
guests.
Off-Site Viewing
The Commencement ceremonies will be shown on a large-
screen projector In Park Center, Room E-201,Room 0-30S
and Room E-240 (Hall of Fame Room)
Refreshments
Light refreshments will be available for purchase from
8-10:30a.m. on the upper floor of the ParkCenter at the
Poolside snack bar.
Restrooms
Restrooms in the Park Center are indicated on the map at
left. The men's and women's locker rooms on the ground
floor also may be used.
Smoking
Smoking is not permitted anywhere inside the ParkCenter.
Telephones
Emergency phones on campus are identified by blue lights.
Guests are kindly asked to turn off cell phones and
other electronic devices during the ceremony.
College Council Members
Ms. Linda May Armstrong 76
Mr. Jesse Campanaro '11
Dr. Katherine Emerich
Compagni '68. M.A. 74
Mr. Walter E. Farnholtz
Mr. Thomas Gallagher
Dr. Robert S. Isaf M.S. Ed. '65
Ms. Renee L. James, Esq. '82
Mrs. Marie Rumsey





Ms Ashley Aurilio 'II
Mrs. Darei Bacigalupi
Dr. Marley S. Barduhn '76, co-chair
Mrs. laurie Barton








Dr. Virginia Levine, ro.-chair
Mr. Michael Maclean -....










Ms. Kelly Grogan '12
Mrs. Cathie Haight








Ms. Caitlin Mooney '10
Ms. Megan Munson
Ms. Mary E. Murphy '87
Ms. Tracy Rammacher
Dr. Susan Rayl










University Police Department Staff
Congratulations!
As a SUNY Cortland graduate, you join the ranks of 60,000 alumni residing In all 50
states and more than 40 countries. We encourage you to continue your involvement
with the College through our reunion programs, chapter events and special gatherings
By keeping the Alumni Affairs Office updated with your current residential and e-mail
addresses, you will be assured of receiving Columns, the alumni publication, Moments,
the online newsletter, and invitations to alumni programs. Update your contact
information at wwwcortland.edu/alumniupdate or call (607) 753-2516.
Stay connected with the College, friends and classmates on Facebook, Linkedln and
Twitter. Visit www.cortland.edu/alumni for links to these sites, information on alumni
events and much more.
We are pleased to have you as a member of the Alumni Association and wish
you a bright and successful future.
Alma Mater
By lofty elm trees shaded round,
Tioughnioga near,
Our grond old Cortland College stands,
To all of us how dear!
We'll sing to thee, dear Alma Mater,
Of love that shall never die,
We'll strive for thy glory eternal,
Keep thy stainless hanor high
Inspiring each son and each daughter
The noblest aims to try,
All thy fame and thy spirit,
Thy might are ours
As the swift years hurry by.
